WEEK #8 of the Stay at Home Stitch Along Mystery Quilt
**Revealed**
Let’s put it all together!

Collect your completed 32 Star blocks and 31 Snowball blocks.

Lay out your blocks…
 start with the Star block in the
top corner - then alternate
with the Snowball block
 There are 7 blocks in each row
 There are 9 rows.

Putting the top together – my favorite method.
 I’m sure that you have put many quilt tops together and have a favorite method. I
learned these steps years and years ago and have always had success. It’s very helpful
when you are working with directional blocks. Follow along with my
instructions/photos or continue with your method – either way the top will be finished!
*TIP - As you sew the rows together – “Finger press” the Star block seams toward the
Snowball block. Sew these Rows together following pattern.
*TIP - Stay stitch the edge of your top 1/8” inch all the way around before you
Iron...you don’t want to pop those edge seams open!

KAREN’S FAVORITE METHOD
After you layout your blocks…number the rows starting on the TOP LEFT and continue to the
TOP RIGHT. Pin the number in the top left corner (this will help you keep the blocks orientated
in the correct direction).
Starting at the top - stack the blocks on top of each other, continuing to the bottom.

Start with the first two stacks
Place the #2 block “right sides together” on top of the #1 block.
 Pin at the seams (they will nest together nicely if you followed the pressing direction)
 Sew them together BUT
don’t cut the connection thread.
 Repeat with the next blocks on your
stack…continue until stack is gone.

Adding the next stacks…Don’t cut the
“connector” thread.
 Pick up the #3 stack and start at the
“top” with #1 on the left-hand side –
repeat the above steps with the #3
stack.
 Follow these steps until all the stacks
are attached…they look like Venetian
Blinds. Lay them out and make sure
that the blocks are all in the correct
location.

Sewing the Rows together
 As you sew the rows together you will “finger press”
the Star Block seams toward the Snowball block.
 Pin the seams when necessary.

After you have you top sewn together…Staystitch
1/8” around the edge before you do the final pressing
– this will help you avoid those “popped” seams on
the edge! I do this wrong side up so that I see which
direction the seams are going.

THANK YOU FOR JOINING US…
We hope that you enjoyed making this MYSTERY
quilt…until next time…
much love….
Grand Country Quilters

